Tour stop 6
The Temple Terrace

The memory of the Plaza
A birds eye view of the Temple Terrace in the last century
of the occupation of Urkesh (1400-1300 B.C.) The revetment
wall has all but disappeared, but there remains an open
space west and south of the Temple, and the western end
of the Plaza is marked by a pebble floor.

pebble floor
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The sedimentation process
Originally, the Plaza in front of the Temple Terrace was open
to the south (left in the schemtic section below). When, in
the second millennium, structures were built at the southern
end of the Plaza a basin developed which trapped the
sediment flowing down from the Terrace.
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plaza

2400 B.C. Temple and Terrace
2300 B.C.

Palace

Visualizing the final stage
During the process of excavation, we uncover the latest
stages first. The large photo and the lower left photo show
the latest phase (Mittani) as we saw it in 2005, the lower right
as it is today, seen from the panorama.
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The perception of height
We cannot appreciate the full impact of the original structure
looking at it from above, as we do today. The staircases we
have built allow you to get a glimpse of what you have seen
in antiquity. The three-dimensional renderings help as well
to attune our perception to that of the ancients. (Numbers
refer to absolute elevations above sea level.)

497 floor of temple
490 top of wall
487 top of escarpment
485 plaza

3-D rendering F.A.Buccellati

3-D renderings N. DellUnto

The geo-physical survey
Like a doctor reading an X-ray, you have
to attune your eyes to photos made with
radar and instruments that read the
magnetic resistivity of the subsoil. This is
the plan of the Plaza and Terrace made
by the firm of Giese, Grubert and
Huebner.
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The dearth of objects
The Plaza in front of the Temple Terrace
was a wide open area where no intrusive
activity ever took place (such as pits, burials,
cooking). As a result, we have hardly any
objects from this wide space. An exception
is this pendant, which was dropped by
somebody walking along, and never went
back to look for it.
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It is made of a vitreous paste,
not uncommon by 1400 B.C.
It rivaled precious stones, which it intentionally imitated.
In a letter from this period to the king of the coastal
city of Ugarit,
his ambassador at the Hittite court warns him
of the displeasure of his overlord, the Hittite king,
because he had received in tribute glass
(not unlike our piece) instead of lapislazuli!
What is the matter that you should keep writing
to the Great King:
Here is my shipment of lapislazuli?
The Great King became utterly enraged in his heart,
and roughed me up saying:
What does this man [the vassal king of Ugarit!]
think he is doing?
He picks up a piece of glass and sends it to me
pretending he is sending lapislazuli?

The original surface of
the Terrace
The long trench (excavated by German
colleagues) showed the original surface of
the glacis. There may have been stone
circles ringing the Terrace. The 3-D
reconstruction (by N. DellUnto) projects
only the brick surface.
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A view from the kite
Excavations in C2 (by P. Pfaelzner) showed
the presence of third millennium structures
and dumps near the surface - in contrast
with the Terrace and the Plaza to the west
which remain unencumbered until the
end.
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